
Visual identity
guidelines.



Logotype.



Logo — Primary

The primary variant of the Kontent.ai logo should be used in most cases.



Logo — Negative

The negative variant should be used on dark backgrounds.



Logo — Black and white

The black and white logo variant is reserved only 
for use on the Kontent.ai Green background.



Logo — Monochrome

The monochrome variant consists only of one color and can be 
used for specific cases in print, for digital logo strips where just 
one color is needed, or on backgrounds where there’s not enough 
contrast with the primary logo.



Logo — Vertical

The vertical logo should be used in cases where the primary 
variant is not suitable because of available space, e.g., a small 
banner or square-shaped profile picture.



Logo — Symbol

Kontent.ai symbol can be used in cases where a circle image is 
needed and the name is displayed elsewhere, e.g., circle social 
media profile pictures, an app icon, website favicon, or in other 
very specific cases where the text part is not desired.



100 px

Logo — Minimum size

The minimum recommended size of the logo 
for digital use is 100 px in width.



Logo — Safe zone

Make sure to leave enough space between the logo 
and other elements or text. Use at least the height of 
the letter “K” from the logo.



Logo — Correct usage



Logo — Prohibited usage



Colors.



Primary color

Kontent.ai Green
HEX #3DCCA8

RGB (61, 204, 168)
CMYK (65, 0, 46, 0)
PANTONE 3395 C

The primary color of the Kontent.ai brand is Green. 
It is used in the logo and other visual elements of 
the brand like petals, backgrounds, periods in 
headings, illustrations, icons, etc. The primary color 
should be dominant in most visual materials.



Secondary colors

Kontent.ai Black
HEX #231F20

RGB (35, 31, 32)
CMYK (0, 0, 0, 100)

Kontent.ai Purple
HEX #6956CC

RGB (105, 86, 204)
CMYK (76, 71, 0, 0)

30%40% 20% 10% 5%

The primary Green is supplemented by two secondary 
colors, Black and Purple. Black is used mainly for text, 
in illustrations, or backgrounds. Various lighter tints of 
Black could be used too.

Purple is used mainly to highlight various elements, in 
contrast to the dominant Green color. It can be used 
mainly for links, buttons, icons, or details in 
illustrations.

Other tertiary colors can be derived from the Green 
and used in more complex illustrations or in UI.



Typography.



Primary typeface

The consistent use of a font family and the 
subsequent system of use helps to establish the 
Kontent.ai identity effectively. We use one typeface 
for all environments (web, print, video 
etc.)—open-source family Work Sans.
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Green dot & text color

For titles, high-level headings, or important 
highlighted messages, we use a green dot after the 
text. The dot can be substituted by another 
punctuation mark, if needed. It shouldn’t be used in 
subheadings or regular text.

On Green background, we always use Black text in 
combination with a White dot. Please, avoid using 
White text on a Green background.
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Graphic elements.



Petals

One of the most recognizable elements of the 
Kontent.ai brand are the petal shapes derived from 
the logo. These petals can be used in backgrounds in 
various ways, usually sticking from one of the 
corners, often overlayed with a photo or illustration. 
Other shapes can be based on the petal shape, too, 
like various boxes, tags, list bullets, etc.



Photography.



Photography

Photography is a powerful way to communicate the 
Kontent.ai brand identity. In photos, we look for 
genuine moments and stories, real interactions, and 
movements. We use natural light whenever possible. 
 
Avoid bland business or futuristic environments, 
unnatural lighting, unreal objects, inauthentic 
situations, and fake smiles.

For real authentic feeling, photos from Kontent.ai life 
and environment can be used. 

In Kontent.ai’s visual style, we work mainly with black 
and white photos. In some cases, colorful photos can 
be used, too, especially when we want to draw more 
attention to the photo itself or to achieve a more 
lively look (in blog posts, careers ads, etc.).

Black and white photos can be combined with green 
petals in the background. Keep the corners of the 
photo sharp. In case we work with colorful photos, 
light gray petals are preferred.



Icons.



Icons

In Kontent-ai’s visual style, we use a custom set of 
icons. They are drawn in a 24px grid with 2pt stroke 
and round lines. The preferred color of the icons is 
Purple to create contrast with the dominant Green, 
but other colors are allowed too for various purposes. 
We use white icons on a Green background.



Illustration.



Illustrations

In some cases, photography can be supplemented by 
an illustration to achieve more vivid and playful look 
or to better express certain ideas. In the Kontent.ai 
brand, we use a custom illustration style, an example 
of which you can see below. 



Schemes

To express some more complex ideas, we often use 
visual language and various kinds of schemas, 
especially for more technical subjects. We mostly work 
with thick lines, round stroke caps, petal-shaped 
objects, round corners, and custom icons.
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